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Regarding NY Tech Cut Database:
1. The EC requesting OGC concurrence/ruling was sent to HQ in April.
2. Since OGC did not respond yet, NY did not implement it
3. We may first go to EDMS database before we get a reply from OGC, rendering NY Archive
unnecessary
•
4. If arirtitirtnai information nn »hic database is needed, please contact S/\
NY CDC Office,
Thank you
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All: The FISA Court (FISC) is seeking information about "databases" that contain raw FISA material or U.S. person
information from FISA intercepts that is not in indices.
I
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T ^ 3 1 1 fl"in t n e 9 a P s a n d c o r r e c t any misstatements below.)
(1) a complete description of the types of FISA information stored:
(2) an explanation of how FISA information can be searched and retrieved: Access to FiSA audio is generally
restricted to the linguists assigned to the case, the supervisor, the case agent, and the system administrator
in the office where the audio is collected. Users can search and retrieve FISA audio bv Signal Related
Information fdateftime of call, outgoing telephone number dialed. etc.H
]
(3) how the FBI's standard minimization procedures are implemented: Linguists read and sign the court orders
certifying that they understand the minimization guidelines specific to each case.
^(also various legacy systems including^
Questions below.)

J (i believe

lean answer the

DCS-3000: |
J a n answer the questions about DCS-3000 below.)
(1) a complete description of the types of FISA information stored:
(2) an explanation of how FISA information can be searched and retrieved:
(3) how the FBI's standard minimization procedures are implemented:
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(1) a complete description of the types of FISA information stored:
(2) an explanation of how FISA information can be searched and retrieved:
(3) how the FBI's standard minimization procedures are implemented:
NY Tech Cut Database

Jin NY can direct you to someone who can answer the questions below.)

(1) a complete description of thetypesof FISA information stored:
(2) an explanation of how FISA information can be searched and retrieved:
(3) how the FBI's standard minimization procedures are implemented:
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Good afternoon,
—
I attended the EDMS meeting with!

fol

(3)
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Jfrom NSLB last week.

The FISA Court has requested some information on how the FBI is handling FISA information in its various
databases
Jas
asked me to contact you regarding any FBI databases (besides EDMS and DWS) that contain:
(1) raw FISA take.or (2) US person information from FBI FISA collection that has not been indexed into general
FBI indices. For each of these databases, the Court is asking for: (1) a complete description of the types of FISA
information stored, (2) an explanation of how FISA information is handled, specifically the manner in which data
can he searched and retrieved-afld-G) how the FBI's standard minimization procedures are implemented.
|
Epecificatty mentioned!
pnd NY's database as examples). Also, are these databases considered to
oe suD-systems/databases of tDlvJS?
I appreciate any assistance you can give me. Please let me know if there are other POCs who are better able
to answer the questions.

Thanks.
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I'm looking for your assistance in obtaining [
We currently have a pen register or[
information. The phone is thought
09a0. When I looked at the|

h the Omaha Division.
Jtelephone number!
frith
authorization to obtain!"
of Nebraska. According to the DCS3000. the ta/aet is usin<[

I called thai
"Law Enforcement line a l
bption 1 and was told b\J
Jjption
available.
He
consulted
with
his
supervisor
and
thought
I
would
need to contact l
fie, Hecp
Iso said his data base did not have any information regarding!

that he did not have any software
ip obtain the needed
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